Let him that hath understanding...

Maria Merola & Me

There has been a further delay on the Diana article but that is all that I can tell you at the moment.

However, it shouldn’t be too much longer, although they appear to becoming famous last words.

Nevertheless, I trust that you have all read my article ‘Genesis’?

It is really important that you do so and funnily enough the title of that article now appears to be more than appropriate.

If you have you will know that I explained that the Old Testicle of the Bible is a series of codes and with that in mind I find it quite coincidental that I stumbled by chance on the following article earlier today; written by Maria Merola and entitled: The Queen Of Heaven – Why Does The Church Celebrate Easter

Indeed the article just goes to further convince me that I am right about the codes, especially knowing what I know now... I am going to blow your fucking minds — and I am going to do so
backed with solid evidence.

Anyway, whilst you are waiting for me to finish I think that you will benefit from reading Maria’s article in preparation for what is to come.

I have also added photos and some clarification to the start of the article, but it is far too long for me to carry on doing so all the way through.

And if nothing else of course, it will give you something to read in the interim.

The Queen of Heaven: Why Does The Church Celebrate Easter

For too long many of us have been lied to about the resurrection of the true Yahuwdiyth (Jewish) Messiah named Yahuwshuwa. Just ask any person on the street “When did Jesus die on the cross, and when was Jesus raised from the dead?” The answer will inevitably be “He died on Good Friday and he rose again on Easter Sunday.”

You see, organized religion has fed us lies in order to sell their political agenda and their merchandise. But the prophet Jeremiah was shown what would happen in these last days we are now living in. Listen to what he says:

Yirmeyahuw (Jeremiah) 16:19 O YHWH, my strength, and my fortress, and my refuge in the day of affliction, the Gentiles shall come unto you from the ends of the earth, and shall say, Surely our fathers have inherited lies, vanity, and things wherein there is no profit.

What exactly are these lies that we have
inherited

It all began at the Tower of Babel about 2,275 years before the birth of Messiah. An evil religion and empire was started by one of the most evil men in history.

His name was Nimrod and he was the great grandson of Noah. But he was very rebellious against the Creator, YaHuWaH Elohiym, and he was finally caught and slain for his crimes. Scripture calls him “the mighty hunter” but this was not in a positive connotation. Nimrod actually hunted for humans and used them for sacrifices to the pagan sun-god Moloch.

The aim was in fact to get the world to follow what would become Christianity – hence religion is not only a control system, it is also very cruel and the biggest cause of genocide in world history.

Indeed, it is said that Christians have unwittingly been
manipulated into becoming devil worshippers. Source

As for hunting human prey, well that would appear to be a tradition still very much alive and well today:

Teens were drugged, stripped naked, raped, hunted down in the woods and killed by European royals according to this week’s latest eyewitness to testify before the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels. The woman was the fourth eyewitness to give accounts about these human hunting parties of the global elite Ninth Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult network. A former member of the Netherlands criminal drug syndicate known as Octopus testified that victims were obtained for these human hunting parties from juvenile detention centers in Belgium and Holland.

“In 2004 I was an involuntary witness to torture, rape and murder sessions of drugged children performed for a group of high ranked people of the Netherlands” stated a woman. “I was taken to a hunting party in Belgium close to Brussels where I saw two boys and a girl ages 14 to 16, hunted and killed by global elites. The human hunting party was heavily guarded by the Netherlands Royal Guards. I was told that King Albert of Belgium was present.”

Four eyewitnesses confirmed that as children and youths they were forced to attend human hunting parties where they and other children were raped, with some killed, and deceased boy’s penises were cut off. Allegedly there was a Dutch countryside palace where boys’ penises were displayed like trophies on a wall. Some hunting parties were hosted on the grounds of Belgium Queen Beatrix’s Palace.

Dutch therapist Toos Nijenhuis claimed that as a four year-old she was forced to witness murders of children that involved former Pope Ratzinger, a Dutch Catholic Cardinal, plus the father of Netherlands Belgium Queen Beatrix and Bilderberger Founder, Dutch Crown Prince Alfrink Bernhard. “I saw the
former Pope Joseph Ratzinger murder a little girl” another witness confirmed. “It was at a French chateau in the fall of 1987. It was ugly, horrible and didn’t happen just once. Ratzinger and Bernhard were some of the more prominent men who took part.” Source

PHOTO: Prince Willem-Alexander of Holland from The House of Orange -Nassau (NASA)

Orange is extremely important to the Satanic Elite (more on this in the forthcoming article)

Willem is the eldest son of Queen Weetabix or whatever the fuck it is that Queen Beatrix is called.

Queen Weetabix’s husband, Prince Bernhard of Lippe-Biesterfeld was a founder member of the Nazi Bilderberg group.
And then there is this:

Nicole Kidman’s father and clinical psychologist Antony David Kidman named as Fiona Barnett’s global elite perpetrator.

At the tender age of three Fiona Barnett was trapped inside Australia’s vast pedophile network where children were sex trafficked, hunted down for sport and murdered. Splintering little ones into multiple personalities was the job of CIA Nazi mind control experts at Australia’s Holsworthy Army Base. The Independent Australia News reported that her dramatic testimony put members in tears when she went before the Australian Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse.

Barnett, Dutch therapist Toos Nijenhuis and Jenny Hill of Garden Grove California all claimed their mind control experiences were overseen by Nazi mind control experts
imported into their countries by the CIA after World War II to
develop Super Spies. The childhood trauma that shattered them
into multiple personalities included being repeatedly raped
from an early age. Their abuse seemed to intensify by age six.

“In the late afternoon of Oct. 28 1975 I was taken to my sixth
birthday party in the Kiama rainforest,” Barnett said. “The
cordial was spiked with drugs. I fell asleep. When I awoke it
was dark and I was lying naked face-up spread-eagle on a
picnic table with my hands and legs tied. Perpetrators took
turns sneaking up on me. A large group of men arrived in pick
up trucks. They carried rifles and had a pack of starving
Doberman dogs.

I was told that the group of naked children huddled nearby
were my responsibility. I was to run and hide them. Every
child I failed to hide would be killed and fed to the
dogs. They painted something on my back and chest, and then
released us.

I pushed the children up over the first steep hill. It was
about the second or third hill that the hunting party reached
us. Shots were fired and children began dropping all around
me. With all hope lost of my saving the other children, I took
off and ran for my life.” Source
Nicole Kidman was married to Tom Cruise whom – according to Ben Fellows – is a paedophile.

Both starred in the film: Eyes Wide Shut
PHOTO: Eyes Wide Shut

Eyes Wide Shut was directed by Stanley Kubrick who faked the moon landings.

The film, Eyes Wide Shut is itself very Satanic as the following photo batch shows.
The final photo has Cruise walking past a sex-shop called The Pink Pussycat.

The photo is very reminiscent of Martin Scorsese’s film: Taxi Driver.
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Taxi Driver is about a deranged Taxi Driver played by Robert De Niro and a 12 year old prostitute played by Jodie Foster.

The film also includes an assassination plot to kill an American Presidential Candidate.

John Hinckley Jr – the son of an Oil Executive friend of the elite paedophile Bush Family – supposedly later attempted to assassinate President Ronald Reagan in order to prove his love for actress Jodie Foster – born Alicia Christian Foster, who also played a rape victim in the film The Accused.
However, I maintain that the assassination attempt on Reagan was a hoax and John Hinckley Jr is really wannabee American President, Jeb Bush.

Interestingly enough Phil the Duck has owned a couple of Taxis himself.
Fuck knows what the Reg is about... Could be something to do with the OXO.
Allegedly The Duck used to visit the Ems Guest House in the taxi and according to Royal Researcher, Greg Hallett, he also used to attend sex-clubs with Kate Middleton’s old man.

Kate herself was very good friends with the owner of the Killing Kittens sex-club

The following is from my article **The Monsters Of Middleton**: 

- **Greg Hallett**: Now Prince Philip used to keep a Black British Taxi, a London taxi and a chauffeur’s cap. And he used to put his chauffeur’s cap on, get in the taxi and drive to a brothel and walk as so he was going to pick someone up, and then he would stay in the brothel. And one of his favourite sex-hunting buddies was Kate Middleton’s father.

- **Jim Fetzer**: One of his favourite sex-hunting buddies!

- **Greg Hallett**: Yeah, so there is a sex-hunting connection between Kate Middleton’s father and Prince Philip.

- **Jim Fetzer**: This was for the purpose of paedophilia. Is Kate’s father also a paedophile?

- **Greg Hallett**: If you think of the movie “Eyes Wide Shut”, it is kind of a “Everything goes” party, but what they show you in the movie is very tall skinny model-like girls – generally in their 20s.

- **Jim Fetzer**: That’s the film that gave orgies a bad name.

- **Greg Hallett**: Kate Middleton is good friends with the owner of the Killing Kittens sex club. And Killing Kittens offers a sexual service like ‘Eyes Wide Shut’ which is the tall skinny model-like women. So, it appears that Prince Philip has got together with Kate Middleton’s father and arranged an “Eyes Wide Shut” type event with Kate Middleton and Prince William, and then used that to entrap Prince William into marriage and therefore make Prince William ‘completely controllable’. Now since the Monarchy is illegitimate, and all the
parties in it have been illegitimate since the birth of Queen Victoria’s second child Princess Vicky in 1840, then whoever has the most control over the Monarchy gets to run the monarchy. And it appears that Kate Middleton is an agent, in a similar way that J.F.K.’s wife, Jackie Kennedy who became Jackie Onassis was an agent. She moved from President of the United States to one of the biggest shipping magnate and heroin traffickers on the planet – Aristotle Onassis. And whenever Aristotle Onassis got in trouble with his heroin trafficking, he would call in the highest diplomat that he could to fluff around so that anyone who wanted to charge him would be too embarrassed to charge him. And the person he used for that was Winston Churchill. So post World War II, Winston Churchill spent a lot of time with Aristotle Onassis. So the “Eyes Wide Shut” type Sex Clubs like Killing Kittens which Kate Middleton is associated with, links to the Drug Trafficking. And there are a lot of reports, actually on-going reports, of Prime Minister David Cameron, his father being a ‘Ship Jumper’ between the heroin and the money, taking the heroin over and taking the money back. READ MORE

The Rothschilds are also alleged to hold “Eyes Wide Shut” type Satanic Parties.
The narrative continues:

Nimrod’s name is only mentioned four times in the entire Bible, (Genesis 10:8-9; 1st Chronicles 1:10, Micah 5:6). But more details are given in the book of Yashar (Jasher) about Nimrod’s life and his mother Semiramis. The book of Yashar (Jasher) is spoken about in scripture in Joshua 10:13 & 2nd Samuel 1:18.

The name Joshua crops up time and again and is extremely relevant to the November 2015, Pathetic-Paris-Terrapin-Prank as you will also find out in the once you get to read my once again delayed article about the Princess of Wales.

In the book of Yashar (Jasher) we read that Nimrod was counseled by the priests of Ba’al to marry his own mother as an act of incest in order to acquire what is called “the third eye” or the “all-seeing eye of Lucifer.” Today people call it “psychic power” or “extra-sensory perception,” but it is demonic power to “see” things in the spiritual realms. The Bible calls this “a spirit of divination” (Ezekiel 13:6-7) which is a counterfeit to the true gifts of the Holy Spirit given to those who are in covenant relationship with the Messiah, Yahuwshuwa and obey his commandments (1st Corinthians 12:1-11).
I am sure that you all know about the symbolism to be found on the dollar bill:

There are two mottos scribed in Latin on the reverse of the dollar bill that have been directly linked to the works of the Roman poet Virgil. The first phrase is located just above the eye and reads, *Annuit Coeptis*. Derived from the Latin *annuo*, meaning “to nod” or “to approve” and *coeptum*, “undertakings,” the phrase literally translates as “He approves of the undertakings.” And the phrase *Novus ordo seclorum*, located...
just below the pyramid, literally translates as “New world order.” Source

Paris is “The City Of Light”… Just sayin’.

Nimrod married his mother Semiramis in order to acquire this special power from the fallen angels, and together they started a “one world religion and government” called “The Babylonian Empire.” Nimrod built a tower that would reach towards heaven because he wanted to consult the fallen angels through the use of astrology.

When YaHuWaH saw that Nimrod’s kingdom was becoming powerful and that the people were all in “one accord” under a false satanic empire, he caused the continents to be divided in the earth by large bodies of water, and he caused the people’s languages to become confused, and thus the people of Babylon scattered to different parts of the world (Genesis 10:32 & 11:7). See my other article entitled “Nimrod, the Papacy & Pangea.”

Nimrod also refers to a British spy-and-attack aeroplane.

The continents of the earth at one time were all connected as one large land-mass, but in Bereshiyth (Genesis) 10:32 we read that Yah divided the nations of the earth. This is what is known as “Pangaea” in modern Science. Nimrod’s religion then migrated to all of the continents of the world, but since the languages had been confused by YaHuWaH, the names of the characters were changed. Thus Nimrod had various names in different cultures and his mother Semiramis also had various names in different cultures as well. Nimrod’s mother and wife, Semiramis became universally known as “The Queen of Heaven” and this pagan goddess has been worshiped all over the world since that time.

Semiramis is also sometimes known as the Goddess Diana.
Whose Resurrection Are You Celebrating?

The nation of Yisra’el was guilty of worshiping this very same “Queen of Heaven,” the goddess of the moon and sky, and our Heavenly Father sent the prophet Yirmeyahuw (Jeremiah) to give warning to them. Listen to the attitudes of the House of Yahuwdah (Judah) as they presumptuously thought that they could burn incense to this goddess while still maintaining their covenant relationship with YaHuWaH:

Yirmeyahuw (Jeremiah) 44:17-18 “But we will certainly do whatsoever thing goes forth out of our own mouth, to burn incense unto the QUEEN OF HEAVEN, and to pour out drink offerings unto her, as we have done, we, and our fathers, our kings, and our princes, in the cities of Yahuwdah (Judah), and in the streets of Yerushalayim (Jerusalem): for then had we plenty of victuals, and were well, and saw no evil. But since we left off to burn incense to the QUEEN OF HEAVEN, and to pour out drink offerings unto her, we have wanted all things, and have been consumed by the sword and by the famine.”

Has anything changed today in the Christian Church? Most Christians think that the ancient Yisra’elites were somehow much more idolatrous than people are today in Christianity. But the truth is, the very same sins committed by the nation of Yisra’el (which caused them to go into captivity with their enemies), are the very same sins that are being committed today by the Christian Church.

Our Messiah was not sacrificed on a tree so that we can continue in these pagan lies. He was sacrificed to redeem backsliding Yisra’el from her pagan ways and that includes those within the Christian Churches today who have been “grafted into” the olive tree (Yisra’el).
Pictured above is Isis “Queen of Heaven” holding her baby son Horus. The Roman Emperor Constantine renamed this image “Mary & Baby Jesus” in the 3rd Century, but this image is none other than the original Queen of Heaven named Semiramis and she is holding her baby son Tammuz.

When Nimrod and Semiramis’s religion migrated to other parts of the world, she took on different names. Another one of her aliases is “Easter.” This is the true identity of EASTER and her son Nimrod who was later supposedly reincarnated as Tammuz (Ezekiel 8:14). Mythology purports that she spends six months each year in the underworld, but on Easter “Sun” day (named after the sun-god) she resurrects in the “East” because the sun rises in the East, and the pagans worship the sun.

Her name started out as Semiramis, but then it was changed in other cultures. She is also known in other cultures as Isis, Diana, Astarte, Ishtar, Aphrodite, Venus, Easter and also as the false deified version of the “Catholic Mary.” Her baby son Nimrod (later reincarnated as Tammuz) also had other names in various cultures because this Babylonian religion migrated around the world. He is also known as Horus, Apollo, Sol, Krishna, Hercules, Mithra, and many others.
This image of Isis Queen of Heaven with baby Horus the sun-god is the true identity of the Catholic “Mary & baby Jesus” that is worshipped by Catholics unawares through icons and graven images.

You will also notice the two horns on her head are for the “horned god” Lucifer and the “disk” within the horns symbolizes the sun. This image violates the second commandment in Shemoth (Exodus) 20:4 which says “you shall not make unto you any graven image.”
Pictured to the right is an image that we’ve all seen on Christmas cards and Catholic imagery, but this image is none other than the pagan goddess Semiramis, Easter, Isis, and her son & husband Nimrod, Tammuz, Horus, Osirus etc.

Continue Reading